CHAPTER ONE
SALON SUCCESS

Combining the right location, salon design, technical skills and
business system would mean little without the psychological
understanding of how to satisfy your client, because the
absolute bottom line is, no client means no salon and no
future. Once you’ve made the decision to be a successful
hairdresser, the most important part of achieving your
ultimate goal is having a clear and definite understanding of
what is meant by customer service.

A CUSTOMER’S NEEDS
The all important question…
“What makes customers feel confident enough to select the
same hairdresser each time they visit the salon?”

The answer can be so many things:
•

Customers/clients need to know that the
hairdresser is actually listening to their
requests and requirements.

•

Clients need to feel good about their visit
to their chosen salon and confident in
what their selected hairdresser is offering
to do for them
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•
•

Clients need to know that their hairdresser
can achieve the task of fulfilling
expectations.
Clients need to be delighted with the
finished result.

The above points are nothing short of a client’s expectations
although one would have to question where somebody could
find such a stylist who has the natural talent and ability to
satisfy all of the above. From a hairdresser’s point of view, the
answer is simple. I would go so far as to say that every
hairdresser, without fail, who has been operating in the
profession for any length of time, can distinctly recall
situations when they have been praised for their efforts. So
they must have fulfilled some of the above criteria or they
wouldn’t have been complimented.
They all have clients who are delighted with their work and
would trust them implicitly, or at least forgive them, even if the
customers concerned are the stylist’s mother, father, sister,
brother or very good friend. It makes no difference. They all
have somebody who loves what they do regardless of the
outcome. Asking any stylist if they are able to satisfy their
clients’ requirements, I would get a “Yes” every time. Yet the
reality is that only a minority of stylists fall into the bracket of
being fully booked at all times! So, what’s going wrong?
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EXCUSES
During Hair Expo (London 2005) I tried to find such a stylist,
randomly asking hairdressers if they were able to satisfy all
clients who sat before them. I was not surprised at the positive
answers. Not one hairdresser admitted to not being able to
satisfy every client, and they all conceded that it was possible.
The reasons given as to why clients may not be happy with
their work were quite amusing. One salon owner generalised
by saying;

“All stylists know that if a haircut doesn’t turn out to
be the best the client has ever had, or exactly what the
client expected it’s due to the client not making
themselves clear about what they wanted in the first
place.”
Other hairdressers said things like:

“If I do highlights, a colour or perm and the result is
not quite right, there must obviously be something
wrong with the product or the client’s hair. After all,
how could any stylist go wrong putting on a colour?”
“The problem with a client is they don’t really know
what they want.”
“Naturally, you can’t please every client but it’s
usually their fault.”
If you truly consider yourself a professional, such comments
would really annoy you. The true professional does not need
answers that are no more than lame excuses for not achieving
the right result. Too often I hear hairdressers excuse
themselves by saying;
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“Well, if you wanted fine highlights instead of stripes,
you should have made yourself clear and said so!”
“Okay, so the colour is not exactly what you asked
for, but isn’t it funny how sometimes things work out
for the best. It looks so good on you. Don’t you
think?”
“Oh, don’t look at the colour under this light. In
daylight it will look a lot nicer.”
“Make-up, that’s what’s wrong. By the time you slap
on a bit of make-up, the style will look so good on
you, trust me, I know what I am talking about. Seen it
all before.”
Then we have the ever enduring favourite:

“Oh yes, everybody’s wearing it like this nowadays.”
If you consider yourself a true professional or wish to become
one, do you want to brush up on your excuses or would you
rather join the hairdressing stylists of the world who manage to
please, if not every client, at least the majority of them, without
excuses?

A PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
Is there really a way to ensure that the majority of clients who
sit before you will feel that you are the best stylist they could
have come to, the stylist they must ask for on their next
appointment, the stylist they would willingly recommend to all
their friends?

My answer: YES, there is a way.
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So what does this entail? Do I have to know whether you’re a
good hairdresser or not in order to teach you how to capture
the confidence of your clients? Will I have to watch you work
or check your cuts? Do I need to see how creative or dull you
are?

My answer: NO! I don’t.
It isn’t necessary to be a fantastic hairdresser, although it
would help, in order for you to exude and profit from a
professional attitude. Some of the best cutters and colourists in
the world, who are so precise and creative that they just can’t
be faulted, have the wrong attitude. And surprise, surprise they
can’t build a clientele of any significance! At the same time, I
have been spellbound by some of the longest waiting times for
an appointment with a stylist who could only be described as
technically adequate.
So what is it that makes an adequate stylist command high fees
and become overwhelmingly popular, when a fantastic cutter
can find it almost impossible to have a client return to them or
give a referral to a friend?
Throughout this chapter, and in more detail throughout the
book, we will explore and evaluate the effects on us, our
profits, our workloads and our future, that come from
investing heavily in superior customer service. By working
through the following chapters, you will be able to discover the
depths of your potential and the aspects that work best for you,
in order to become a hairdresser capable of inspiring and
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amassing such a huge clientele that success will be yours for
the keeping.
It’s not like we don’t have the ideas or the knowledge of how to
become what we believe we could be. It’s that we rarely follow
the advice that we would so readily give to others. Advice that
we are so acutely aware of and that sounds so logical to us that
we sometimes wonder why it is that others don’t follow it or
see it for themselves.

“There are patterns of failure and there are patterns of
success. We all follow certain patterns, and whether we
are a failure or a success depends on the pattern that we
choose to follow.”

Anthony Robbins (the world’s foremost life coach)

We all have ‘shoulds.’
At this point I would like to remind you that we all live in the
world of ‘should’. It can drive us crazy at times, but it is always
there and it rises up to accost us when we least expect it and
certainly when we don’t want it to. Think of some of the
‘shoulds’ that drive and limit us.
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•
•
•
•

I ‘should’ have won the lottery last week.
I ‘should’ have a lot more clients.
I ‘should’ be earning a lot more money.
I ‘should’ be thinner, fatter, richer, more
appreciated.

To enable and empower yourself away from the ‘shoulds’,
consider changing ‘should’ to the achievable and affirming,
‘will’ – e.g. I will have more clients, I will earn a lot more
money. You have to tell yourself that all your ‘shoulds,’ have to
become ‘musts.’ You have to change your attitude and take
action to make the ‘shoulds,’ achievable goals and not just
speculative ones. Ignite that something within you to ensure
you have created the attraction that makes a client want to
come back to you and nobody else.
In order to do that, you need to:

•

Encourage clients to recommend you to
everybody they talk to.
• Be the stylist who sells the most products.
• Be the stylist who achieves the highest
rewards.
• Become the stylist most popular in your
district and not just your salon.

Questions to ask yourself
Am I already that person?
Am I making the most money or increasing my
potential?
Am I the best?
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Do I still have more to learn?
Am I the one who stands out in the crowd?
How much of a difference can I really make?

“If you think that you are too small to make a difference,
try going to sleep with a mosquito in the room.”

Anita Roddick. (Body Shop founder, retail guru.

Take a look at some outstanding people in the world who have
influenced the very way we exist today. They changed the
whole world just by knowing they were significant and had
much to contribute.

•
•
•

Political leaders such as Ghandi and
Nelson Mandela..
Inspirational composers and musicians
such as Mozart, Beethoven, John Lennon,
Paul McCartney…..
Inventors of items that we take for
granted, use every day and would
indubitably feel lost without.

If you were to study most of the people who helped form the
very way we conduct our lives, you will find that a great
majority, who have gone down in history forever to be
remembered, started out with a lesser advantage in life than
you or I. In short, it’s not the silver spoon brigade who always
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goes on to do well and change the world forever. It can be any
or every one of us.
In relation to hairdressing, Anita Roddick’s quote, points out
that it doesn’t matter who you are. From the apprentice to the
top stylist, you can make a difference, to yourself and to your
company. It’s not who you are but what you do and how you do
it that makes you the best. The goal you set yourself and the
amount of effort you expend in making sure that you achieve
that goal, is what will make you the person you want and
deserve to be.

In the following pages you will learn:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How to improve your understanding of
human psychology ensuring a constant
positive connection with your clients.
How to significantly raise your client’s
appreciation for your professionalism and
skills.
How to heighten your attention and
concern for clients and their feelings.
How to treat your clients so that they feel
special, confident and comfortable.
How to effectively communicate with
clients so they accept your
recommendations and suggestions.
How to radiate your innate charisma so
that clients will be naturally attracted to
you.
How to simply and effectively increase
sales.
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In following the advice and steps outlined below we will
discover the true essence of being a professional. We will
explore in depth the knowledge, desire and the determination
you will need in order to achieve at the highest level. Please,
take notes along the way – find some way of committing
important points to your memory. Zeroing in on your clients’
needs must become so second nature to you that you will
wonder if there was ever a time when you weren’t able to do
this successfully.

We shall evaluate:
•
•
•
•
•

The negatives that we unwittingly emit.
Positive actions and their consequences.
Our conduct towards clients, good and
bad.
How the mind processes information.
How we are viewed and judged by our
clients.

EFFECT ON CLIENTS
Without overstating the case or sounding redundant, it is
necessary to emphasise the importance of your client – without
your precious wonderful client, you have no business, no bread
and butter and no more salon. You can dream away to your
heart’s content, but it will all be pie in the sky without regular
clients. So before we go any further it would probably be a very
good thing right now for you to do some soul searching and
decide if this is really what you want. If you don’t want to
satisfy a customer, if you don’t want to see them radiate
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happiness back at you, if you are not interested in them or
whether or not they will return, then hairdressing is not the
vocation or profession for you. But, if in fact, this is what you
do want for yourself, your staff and your salon, then the best is
about to be…
Recognising the effect we are having on a client, is not always
something that we are aware of. Think back and consider the
number of occasions when you or somebody you knew, has
unintentionally been offensive. It can be very embarrassing,
and the worst thing is, once ‘the remark’ is out there, you can’t
take it back and the damage is done.

Excusing the situation with:
•
•

“I never thought of what I was saying.”
“I didn’t mean to upset anybody. I just
said it.” Is not good enough.

By the time someone else points out that you may have been
offensive, the customer may have already left the salon, never
to return. Knowing that we have all, at some point in time,
upset somebody without meaning to shows us that we may still
have a few things to learn about ourselves and the way we are
viewed and understood by others.

LISTENING
The art of listening, and it is an art with skills and
characteristics of its own, is an important part of discovering
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how to increase your magnetism and boost your popularity. In
order to achieve this you will need to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Acquire new strategies on how to create a
listening format that best suits you.
Recognise how you are perceived by
others.
Reshape your own attitude so that it better
serves you.
Ask the right questions.
Listen to the clients – allow them the
comfort and freedom to express their
thoughts – a smile can hide a lot of things.
Recognise the signals of feigned
compliments – your client may really want
to tell you how they feel, but are afraid of
offending you.
Remember your actions and conversations.
Understand why your client got that “feel
good” effect from what you did or said,
and know how to replicate it sincerely.
Discover if it’s your psychology,
physiology, artistic professionalism or
simply your ability to communicate that
makes a client think you are wonderful.

What makes us popular with one client, may let us down with
another. That’s why it’s so important to treat each client as an
individual and pick up on their signals. Paying attention to
your client’s reactions will teach you all you need to know
about how good you really are.
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If you can see in their faces that you are boring them, be brave
enough to acknowledge what you are doing and remember not
to go there again. Listen to yourself as you speak and imagine
being a client and having to put up with your attitude and tone
for hours on end. Convince yourself that your clients wish to be
inspired by you and don’t want to have to endure endless
prattle and gossip. Customers pay for your service and the last
thing they want to hear is all about your life or any of your
friends. This is your client’s moment and they want your
attention to assure them that coming to you was the right
choice. That good feeling they are looking for can only come
from you. It’s a feeling that comes from loving what you do and
not from doing or talking about what amuses you.

Demonstrational shows
Working with colleagues who also love what they do is a
wonderful way to maintain, inspire and improve your
standard. So too is going to hairdressing demonstrations to see
others perform innovative new cutting techniques, styles and
colours. If you’ve been to such shows, you will know what it’s
like to get inspired by the creative and imaginative
transformations

demonstrated

before

you.

Hairdressing

demonstrations can give you a feeling that makes you want to
rush back to your salon with your favourite recollections still
fresh in your mind.
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An artist with an idea
As the true artist you are, you develop the need to express
yourself by finding somebody to work on. Anybody will do.
There it is! The perfect client, the inspired hairstyle, the colour
and the same look that was so impressive to you at the show,
now recreated by you! The client is amazed by what you have
achieved. The smile, spread across your face reflects your
delight and the client, carried away with your enthusiasm, is
right there, smiling along with you. Not only have you
managed to recreate the style, but you have also managed to
convince your client that everybody else will love the result as
much as you do. Yet a few days later, that same client phones
or comes back to complain, or worse still, never comes back
again.

A complaint?
She was happy on the day she had it done. She said she loved
it. The haircut was great, the colour was fantastic and the
whole thing looked so good on her. Why is the client
complaining and no longer delighted with your efforts?
Let us look at the logic behind the way your client both
accepted your efforts at the time and why she possibly later
adversely reacted.
Much as you might hate to admit it, deep down in your
subconscious, you do know why she is complaining. Once you
raise that awareness to your conscious level, you won’t blame
her for it either.
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“Learning is remembering.”

Socrates. (Greek philosopher)
Remembering how you felt when you accepted or bought
something that you didn’t really want but got talked into
buying at the time, will tell you why your client returned to
complain.
We have all heard sales people utter dislike for the customer
who seems to always return and complain about what they
initially willingly accepted and not just sales people but fellow
stylists who justify themselves or their actions by saying, “Why
did the customer agree to it if she never wanted it?” Are they
good sales people or have they talked somebody into a product
that they didn’t really want to purchase? Did they coerce,
persuade and cajole rather than first creating a need?

True sales people
The true salesperson will manifest such a genuine desire within
the client for a particular product or treatment that the client
will not rest until they have received what they were asking for.
Such desire would ideally be created by outlining the product’s
attributes and having its benefits properly explained.
If you don’t first create that need or make sure that the
customer truly wants what you are offering, there will be a
good possibility that the client will return with a complaint or
never return at all.
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Through stories and examples, we shall be looking very
carefully at the way we conduct or project ourselves towards
the very people from whom we earn a living – our clients. You
will realise why it is that some stylists, regardless of ability, or
lack thereof, can make themselves extremely busy and sought
after while the stylist working next to them, in the same salon,
who is just as polite and maybe even more talented, gets
nowhere.

FIRST SALON STORY
I began my working life as a trainee barber and later became
an all-round hairdresser. As a most motivated young stylist I
looked forward to opening a large high street hair salon of my
own. I was apprehensive, a little worried but confident of
success when that day finally came – being young can do that.
Going into your own business is something that you do when
you feel within yourself that you know everything you need to
know about what you are about to invest in. That was exactly
how I felt at the time of opening my first large salon in the
heart of London. I was positive that I would never have cause
to worry about not being able to make enough money to pay
the rent. In pursuit of perfection, I was determined to furnish it
with only the best equipment.

Have it looking a million dollars
The lighting, chairs, flooring, basins, in fact the whole effect of
the place had to portray our position as being at the top of our
trade. Being my first salon, I assumed that a new business had
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to be more attractive than the rest. Thought, at the time, that
being cheaper than the competition in our service charges,
would add to that attraction and entice clients to come in.
This high street salon was my big stepping stone to the future
and I borrowed as much money as I could and spent every
penny on the place. It looked nothing short of fantastic and I
could not have been prouder.
I didn’t really know my newly hired staff or how good they
would be under pressure but they seemed like nice people and
I was sure that we would all learn to like each other. I was just
glad to have found several stylists at short notice before the
opening date.
Determined to be the best boss ever and create a comfortable,
happy environment that would endear them to the business, I
pandered to most of their needs and smiled a lot, hoping not to
offend them. Business ticked over at a steady pace. Nothing too
grand, but enough to pay the expenses and stop us going
broke.

ROCK CAFÉ
Two shops further along from our salon was a restaurant. This
was possibly the forerunner of the well known ‘Rock Café.’ But,
this place was nothing like the fancy rock restaurants that later
dotted themselves around the world with the backing of
famous celebrities. This place was basic – shabby odd second
hand chairs, old pine tables and lots of curious looking
artefacts hanging from the walls and ceiling. The music was
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loud, the greeting extremely friendly and the place was always
packed.

No clients through my door
I knew that I was in the right area for business. In fact I was
surrounded by busy retail outlets and I was the only
hairdresser in the street. Why was I not getting more clients
through the door?
I wouldn’t be the first shop owner to walk outside and look
back into the business through the plate glass window from the
road, wondering how to improve it further. Not the first to
wonder why everybody else in the street seemed to be getting
more business than I was. I would walk up and down the street
looking at all the customers in the rest of the shops.
People seemed to be lining up at the bakers, the newsagents,
hot food take out shops and even the clothing stores seemed to
be buzzing with activity. Then there was my business, with
what seemed like more workers than clients sitting around
talking to each other and staring out the windows. In
comparison to the rest of the street, a very small number of
customers seemed to be finding their way into my salon. I kept
looking at the place; felt I had to think of a way of making this
large, dominating salon even more attractive than it was.
Something was wrong and I just could not put my finger on it.

The excuses:
• It’s because we are not advertising
enough.
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•
•
•
•
•

It’s Christmas and everyone is spending
their money on gifts.
Everybody is saving for their holidays.
It’s too cold.
It’s raining.
It’s too hot.

One excuse after the other and all the time, there I was doing
my best to hold onto my staff so they wouldn’t abandon me
and leave me holding the empty bag.
Then one day the young owner of the Rock Café came in and
made me realize a very important fact in business - something
I have never forgotten from that day forward.
He was an eccentric, to say the least. He drove a Bentley, wore
a pinstriped suit, running shoes, no socks, no shirt, just a tie.
He had long hair, past his shoulders, left side from his centre
parting coloured red and the right side coloured black or blue,
depending on his mood. He came in for his appointment and
sat swinging around on one of my expensive white leather
bucket seat chairs. “How much did this cost you?” he asked. I
told him and he let out a long low whistle. “I would have sat on
a soap box,” he said, “if it meant that you were going to do my
hair. I came in for you, not the decor.”

“I came in for you, not the decor.”

Café owner
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That one statement made me realise that the shop is not the
business. The people, who work in any business, are the
business, for it’s the level of professionalism within the staff
that attracts the trade. They are the true representatives of the
salon.

“If you master the ability to make a customer feel a
million dollars, you could be in the middle of the desert
with no decor at all …and your customers will find you”.

Jimmy Andrea (hairdresser London 1978)

I began to look for the right attitude and personality in new
stylists to work for me. I spent more time and money than I
care to remember, advertising for staff. Sometimes I was lucky
and found the right stylist who could miraculously accumulate
clients overnight. They would stay for a few weeks and then
just vanish from sight and I was back to square one. I couldn’t
understand why stylists, able to build a clientele almost
overnight, never stayed! I paid well above the standard wage
and yet they just disappeared. Some stylists with proven ability
accepted the job on interview, and then never even turned up!

The Realisation
It took me a while but I finally learned that good customer
oriented people never like sharing the company of others who
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are not like minded. The true professional hairdressers would
not work with stylists who needed to be dragged out of the staff
room in order to attend to a client. Stylists with the ability and
hunger to achieve do not like to work with lazy co-workers.

“Birds of a feather flock together.”

Old Saying

It is a fact that uninspired or non motivated people, if in the
majority, will take the progressive person in their midst and
influence them to become as de-motivated as they are. In
short, my salon was not professional enough for them and any
progressive stylists who joined us could see that. They could
see that working in my salon, would drag their standard of
professionalism down and they wanted nothing to do with it. I
couldn’t see what the uninvolved professional could see.
Worrying about the salon in general, I couldn’t even see what
the customers could see nor understand why my friendly
family of staff were not able to build on their merits.
As trade dropped, I began to notice that although I was
personally fully booked, I had more staff sitting in the back
room drinking coffee than working in the salon. More and
more clients would ask to book me to do their hair and before
long it got to the stage where I was working three chairs on a
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regular basis. Even then, I would often have several other
clients impatiently waiting at reception.

Working differently from my staff
I was the owner. In my mind, I thought it was only natural to
have a different manner and level of interest in the customers
than the rest of the staff. It was my business and I was trying to
do the best I could, but to most of the staff, it was only a job.
Then again, they were supposed to be professionals. Surely
they cared about their personal work standard in a trade they
spent so long learning and perfecting!
The situation was confusing me, but the reality was that I was
busy and they were not. Maybe I was just gifted with a talent
they didn’t have? But, they were all good stylists and the
standard of work wasn’t that low. In fact the only thing that
was glaringly different between the ways I worked and the staff
worked was easily summed up in one statement – I treated the
clients as special, appreciated and important. My actions,
manner and conversations were different from theirs. The
words of the young restaurant owner repeated themselves in
my mind: “I came in for you, not the decor.”
I decided to try and convey what I was doing with my clients to
the stylists in order to have them do the same. Naturally, I
came across as the dictator demanding that everybody did as I
said. The staff’s negative reaction was not what I expected and
as the atmosphere took a dive for the worse, I realised that I
had to tackle the situation from a different angle.
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The truth of the matter was that I just wanted the workers to
be more aware of how the customer felt. I had a strong desire
and need to go out of my way for my clients, a need that
seemed to be eluding my stylists. As the owner of the salon I
was determined to teach everybody the concept and attitude
that to me seemed to come so naturally. Surely, with a bit of
direction and coaching, they too could share that same desire
to please the customers! The staff didn’t see it that way.
Instead, they felt manipulated and got their backs up about
being asked to copy my way of working in preference to doing
their own thing.
Admittedly, my attitude may well have been over zealous
because of the financial pressure of knowing that I needed
every customer that came my way. I was painfully aware that I
was paying wages and working very hard for my money, when
my stylists were not. Even when I offered an incentive to
double anyone’s wage if they could beat me in any one week’s
takings, nobody bothered trying. Instead they gave me excuses
and accused me of having an unfair advantage by being the
owner. They said things like, “It’s obvious that everybody
would rather have the boss do their hair.” Well I wasn’t going
to buy into that. Being the boss was not a good enough excuse
for working harder than everybody else. We had to sit down
and sort out a strategy so that everybody worked hard and not
just me. I had to find a way of inoffensively pointing out the
difference of why I was able to build up a clientele and they
were not.
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But first, I had to answer a few important questions of my own.

•
•
•
•

What is it that one person does to make
them instantly popular, that another is just
not doing?
Is it a set pattern?
Can we all have our own differing ways of
achieving the same ends or must we all
follow that same pattern?
Why was it that my clients would re-book
and recommend me to their friends and
family, whilst my staff just plodded along
with a few walk-in customers and even
fewer regular ones?

It was time for me to study them and learn what it was that
they were or were not doing. I watched and listened to them,
looked at the customer’s reactions and what I saw and heard
horrified me.
When I cater to a client, I spend as much time as it takes to
find out all I can about their needs. I always ask a lot of
questions.

•
•
•
•
•
•

How do they want their hair to look?
What style can they manage?
What style can’t they manage?
What kind of brush, hairdryer or
straightening tools do they use?
What make-up colours do they wear?
What kind of lifestyle do they have –
hectic, relaxed, indoor, outdoor, executive,
sporty… ?
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•
•
•
•
•

How good are they at styling their own
hair?
How much time do they have to spend on
it each morning?
How often do they shampoo it?
What do they find most annoying about
their hair?
What do they like best about their hair?

Only when I have all the information to help both the client
and myself to select the right style, am I ready to take the next
step. I need to have a clear understanding of requirements so I
can create an outcome that suits both the client’s face and
lifestyle. Once into my work, I automatically display all the
artistic skill and temperament I have at my disposal. My body
language screams out aloud with enthusiasm, arms swaying
around the client’s head and my comb and scissors chattering
as they snip and tap together.
I am an artist excitedly doing what I love and although
immersed in concentration, I project a completely relaxed
attitude, at all times endeavouring to maintain a smile on my
client’s face – repeat, my client’s face, not necessarily my own,
for I am busy about my work.
This is my way and I don’t expect others to move as I do, for I
appreciate that we all have our own method of doing things,
although what I did expect from my under performing staff
was the same level of service toward the clients that I was
giving. This appeared to be a service level that my workers just
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did not seem to be able to give or understand. Instead my staff
all seemed to have an approach that in hairdressing is not
uncommon across the world. What irritated me most was the
way they over familiarised themselves with the client’s
personal life and/or chatted about their own interests instead
of providing a valuable and personal service.
I noticed that my stylists were often so involved in what they
were talking about that their hands were placed at the client’s
shoulder level, a pair of motionless scissors held in one hand
and their comb in the other. Occasionally the comb would
stroke the back of the client’s hair in a pitiful attempt to show
involvement as they engrossed themselves in personal
conversation, usually taking twice as long as they should have,
thus turning the scenario into a personal chat fest instead of a
professional service.
There I was watching the stylists in my beautiful salon – a
band of people I was working very hard to pay good money to,
shuffling their weight from one leg to the other as they delved
into mindless gossip about who did what to whom in the
popular television soaps of the day. Worse still was when a new
client did come in, they were invariably greeted with a darting
look of wonder as if to ask, “What did you come in here for?”
Clients were then walked to the basins and after having their
hair shampooed, returned to the stylist’s chair dripping wet. I
had a couple of questions that needed some serious answers:

1. How is it possible for a stylist to feel the true
texture of a client’s wet hair?
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2. How can they see the true colour and natural
waves of the hair, when the client looks as though
she has just emerged from the shower?
New clients and regulars alike were not being given a
consultation or shown what I call true professionalism. It was
not the outcome of the haircut that was wrong and it was
certainly not the décor, for customer service is not just about
smiling at the client and doing what the client asks for. It isn’t
even the standard of work performed.
The answer is the standard of communication and attendance
to the total sum of the client’s needs. I shall say that again so
you can write it down, highlight it and remember it.

The answer to good customer service is the standard of
communication and attendance to the total sum of the
client’s needs.

Rolando Rizzo

My staff, at the time, did not have that standard.

The decision
I decided, for the sake of survival, to teach my staff what I
believed to be a higher level of service, communication and
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understanding, a level that I sincerely feel to this day is what
every customer, consciously or subconsciously, requires from
any service related industry. I felt so strongly about the subject,
that I insisted the staff participated in developing a new
approach towards our clients.

The result
Some of the staff felt that it was too much for them to learn and
they walked out. I have to tell you that on that day, watching
stylists packing their tools to leave, I began to doubt that I had
done the right thing. I was left with only four stylists out of
nine. Again, I found myself wondering how I was going to pay
the rent. And then all the doubts and fears began to bombard
me: What if one got sick? What if another went on holiday?
What would I do then? Had I made a mistake? Should I have
settled for a compromise?
Watching the workers walk out began to stir a panic in my
stomach and it was very hard to stop myself from begging them
to stay. What I didn’t realise at the time was that the employees
who did walk out actually did me a favour. It’s these workers,
the ones who just sit doing what they have to do instead of
what they can do, that not only hold the business back but
ultimately stop themselves from achieving their maximum
potential and self actualisation. Typically, like many business
owners, I was under the common misconception that just
because I was friendly, polite and generous to the staff, they
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would be loyal, supportive and stand by me. Funny how it
doesn’t always pan out that way.
The big lessons learned that day were:

1. Workers, who work only because they feel they
have to, are there for the money offered and the
simplicity of the job.
2. Employees are not always the boss’s friend.
3. Staff are not compelled to feel loyalty.
Till then, I carried on and paid more income to some of them,
than the money they collected. I did this in the hope that they
would someday develop into conscientious employees. They
didn’t! The only thing I achieved by not addressing the
problem earlier, was to suffer losses because of workers who
did not possess that hunger to learn more. Regardless of the
fact that some of them were very nice people, I was better off
without them.
Down to four stylists and four apprentices in a large salon on
one of the busiest streets in that part of Greater London was
frightening. It went without saying that the clients we had
would now keep my small staff very busy, but we would never
be able to take more money than we already were. There is a
limit to the number of clients a hair stylist can fit into any one
day and even though the five of us hairdressers were kept busy
all day with the help of the juniors; we could not cover the
costs of that high street position.
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Time for drastic action! (Staff meeting)
Prices would have to go up and I was hoping that no more of
the staff would walk, panicked at the thought of charging more
for their work than they felt comfortable with.
Fortunately, none did and we started getting into training to
offer a better and more attentive service at a higher rate. I
wasn’t sure how to put across what I wanted them to learn
about customer service back then, but everybody was keen and
together we all developed a strategy that helped pull the clients
into the salon.
I repeatedly reminded the staff:

“If every client brought us just one new client, we would
double our business.”

Rolando Rizzo

Better customer service enabled the stylists to feel that they
were offering a higher standard, justifying higher charges,
instead of competing with the cheapest salon down the road.
Regular staff meetings were held and proved invaluable.

At the meetings we discussed:
•
•

Client reactions.
How to continually improve our customer
service.
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•
•

How to perfect that united feeling of a
professional business.
Practised our strategy through role play.

By working together as a team we increased the salon’s
popularity and it didn’t take long for other stylists to notice
how popular we were becoming. Dragging clientele along with
them, stylists from other salons who were once our
competition, began to come and ask if they too could work with
us. That first salon ended up having twenty stylists and several
juniors working in it and it was this systematised, measured
approach that opened the way to a whole new understanding of
the trade.
That same level of understanding is what I wish to bring to
you. The strategy is simple and once you adjust your mindset
to making it an integral part of your personal make-up, you too
will progress to a higher level.
If you are not in business, you may one day open your own
salon. At that point, you too will be faced with similar
challenges to the ones I had back then. You too will have the
job of training staff to maximise their ability.
If you are an apprentice, working or training in a college, now
is the time to instil within yourself the rights and wrongs that
will shape the level of your professionalism. With such skills,
you will have the ability to open your own business and be as
successful as you wish to be. Alternatively, with the right
attitude, your trade can take you anywhere in the world and
allow you to make more than a good living.
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And yet, it always amazes me how, regardless of how big a
success one is, there is always, somebody who is bigger,
brighter, more successful and more of the moment. There is
always another level, always somebody else who can take the
best there is and improve on it. Your incentive has to be to look
at the greats in the world, consider their accomplishments and
tell yourself. “If they can do it, so can I.”
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